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Every day I always get different requests for Test Case Template. And I'm surprised that many testers still document test cases with Word documents or Excel files. Most of them prefer excel spreadsheets because they can easily group test cases by test types, and the most important thing is that they can easily get test
statistics with Excel formulas. But I'm sure if the volume of your tests continues to increase, you'll find it extremely difficult to manage. If you don't use a test case management tool, I would highly recommend you to use an open-source tool to manage and run your test cases. Test case formats may vary by organization.
But using a standard test case format to write test cases is one step closer to setting up a testing process for your project. It also minimizes ad hoc testing that is done without proper test case documentation. But even if you use standard templates, you need to write, review &amp; approve test cases, and especially test
report preparation process, etc using manual methods. Also, if you have a process to review the test cases by the company team, you must format these test cases in a template agreed upon by both parties. Before we continue the testing case writing process, we recommend downloading these test case management
tools. This will be your test plan and test case writing process mentioned in this tutorial.#1) TestRail = &gt; Download TestRail Test Case Management Tool #2) TestMonitorMonitor - Top-level online Test Management. Revolutionary simple. TestMonitor is an end-to-end test management tool for any organization. A
simple, intuitive approach to testing. Whether you're deploying business software, needING QA, building a quality app, or just need a helping hand in your test project, TestMonitor has you covered.=&gt; Visit TestMonitor WebsiteHere's how to make this manual test case management process a little easier using simple
test templates. Note: I listed the maximum number of fields that relate to a test case. But it is advisable to use only those fields used by your team. If you also think that a field used by your team is missing from this list, here's how to add it to your custom template. Standard fields From a sample case template There are
certain default fields that should be considered while preparing a test case template. Several standard fields of a sample test case template are shown below. Test case ID: Each test case requires a unique ID. Follow a number of conventions to indicate the types of the test. For example, 'TC_UI_1' stating 'user interface
test case #1'. Test priority (Low/Medium/High): This is very useful during test execution. Test priority for and functional test cases can be average or higher, while small user interface cases can be a low priority. Test priority should always be set by the assessor. Module name: List the name of the main module or
submodule. Test designed by name the tester. Test Designed Date: Date it was written. Test performed in the name of the tester who performed this test. To be filled only after test execution. Testing execution date: Date of the test. Test title/name: test case title. For example, check the login page with a valid username
and password. Test Summary/Description: Describe the test objective in a short way. Conditions: Any condition to be met for the execution of this test case. Please state all the conditions for successfully executing this test case. Dependencies: List any dependencies on the other test cases or test requirements. Test
steps: Display all test execution steps in detail. Write test steps in the order in which they should be performed. Make sure you have as many details as you do. Pro Tip: To efficiently manage a test case with a smaller number of fields, use this field to describe the test conditions, test data, and user roles for running the
test. Test data: Use test data as input for this test case. You provide different datasets with exact values to be used as inputs. Expected result: What should the system output be after the test is executed? Describe the expected result in detail, including message/error to appear on the screen. Post-condition: What should
the status of the system be after performing this test case? Actual result: The actual test result must be completed after the test has been completed. Describe system behavior after the test is executed. Pass(Fail): If an actual result is not according to the expected result, mark this test as a failed one. Otherwise, update it
as over. Comments/Comments/Questions: If there are a number of special conditions to support the above fields, which cannot be described above or if there are questions regarding expected or actual results, please mention them here. If necessary, add the following fields:Defect ID/link: If the test state has failed, you
must include the link to the defect log or include the defect number. Test type/keywords: This field can be used to classify the tests based on test types. For example, functionality, usability, business rules, etc. Requirements: Requirements for which this test case is written. Preferably the exact section number of the
required document. Attachments/references: This field is useful for complex test scenarios to explain the test steps or expected results using a Visio diagram as a reference. Specify the link or location to the actual path of the diagram or document. Automation? (Yes/No): Whether this test case is automated or not. It is
useful to keep track of automation status when test cases are automated. Using the I have created a sample test case template for your reference. Download test case template with example (#1 format)– Testcase DOC file template and – Testcase Excel file templateVere here you refer a few more articles about writing
effective test cases. Use these guidelines for writing tests and the template to write and manage the test cases effectively on your project. Test case sample:tutorial #1: 180+ sample test cases for web and desktop applicationsOne more test case layout (#2)No doubt the test cases will vary depending on the functionality



of the software for which it is intended. However, below is a template that you will always use to document the test cases without worrying about what your application is doing. Sample test cases Based on the template above, below is an example that shows the concept in an understandable way. Let's assume you are
testing the login functionality of a web application, say Facebook.Below are the test cases for the same:=&gt; Download the above Test case format with for example dataTest Case Example for Manual TestingBelow given is an example of a live project that shows how all of the above tips and tricks are actually
implemented. [Note: Click an image for a rich view] Conclusion Personally, I prefer to use a Test Case Management tool. You start with an open-source tool. It will be a good addition to your efforts to set up the testing process and in the meantime, it will also save a lot of time rather than manually maintaining these
documents. We've also seen test case templates and a few examples using very good, high-quality documentation. I hope this article would have been helpful to you. We would like to know your thoughts, comments/suggestions on this article. PREV tutorial | NEXT Tutorial Gear-obsessed editors choose every product
we review. We can earn commission if you buy through a link. How we test stuff. The future of buying and renting movies is now streaming to a PC near you. But not all online movies are equal. This is what you get with your near-instant gratification. Amazon Unbox Selection: Amazon Unbox offers thousands of movies
(from new releases to classics) and TV shows for rental or purchase in every studio except Disney. But the disorganized interface can make finding your favorite movie difficult. Cost: Rental: $3.99 | Purchase: $7.99-$19.99 | TV Shows: $1.99 Quality: Amazon Unbox generally displays two versions of purchased,
downloaded movies: a Windows Media 640 x 480 file at 2.5 Mbps (the best in the biz) that can play on up to two PCs, and a smaller file for up to two portable devices. Test download: Size: 1.7GB | Running time: 1 hour. 30 min | Download time: 1 hour 14 min. | Playable: Within 11 min. CinemaNow Selection: CinemaNow
has over 4000 titles (movies, shorts and TV shows) from all major studios. The site offers movies to rent and buy, plus 130 videos for burn-to-DVD purchase. Cost: Rental: $2.99-$3.99 | Purchase: $9.95-$19.95 | Burn on DVD: $8.99-$19.99 Quality: Downloaded have resolution up to 640 x 480 at 300Kbps to 700Kbps.
Rental and download files are Windows Media format and can be played on up to four Windows PCs. Burn-to-DVD files work with standard DVD players. Test download: Size: 1.7GB | Run Time: 2 hours 30 30 | Download time: 55 min. | Playable: Within 1 hour iTunes Selection: The power to be reckoned with in online
music is not yet a major player in online movies. In press time, Apple's iTunes Store offered only 216 movies, but more than 200 TV series. All video files are for sale - Apple does not rent ... Still. Cost: Purchase: $9.99-$14.99 | TV shows: $1.99 per episode Quality: iTunes QuickTime movies are 640 x 480 resolution at
1Mbps to 2Mbps. Files can be aggregated to DVD and played on up to five Mac or Windows PCs or unlimited iPods, but not on DVD players. Will work with Apple's upcoming iTV system. Test download: Size: 1.7GB | Running time: 2 hours 30 min. | Download time: 2 hours 35 min. | Playable: Instant Movielink Selection:
Movielink is a joint venture between MGM, Paramount, Sony, Universal and Warner Bros., but it has deals with all major studios. The service offers 1000 movies for sale, along with 1400 24-hour rentals. Cost: Purchase: $8.99-$19.99 | Rental: $0.99-$4.99 Quality: Movielink's site works best with Internet Explorer 5.0 or
higher (Firefox requires a plug-in). Windows Media files have a resolution of 720 x 272 with up to 2 Mbps. Test download: Size: 1.2GB | Running time: 1 hour. 47 min | Download time: 1 hour 56 min. | Playable: Within 11 min. Netflix Selection: Netflix has announced that it will make Watch Now movie feature for its
customers in January. The number of available movies is currently around 1000, but Netflix promises 5000 by the end of 2007. Netflix is currently working to enable the feature on all of its members' accounts - all 6.3 million members are due to be activated in June. Cost: Members who pay $15 per month get 15 hours of
movie watching per month. Quality: Over a broadband connection, movies stream via Windows Media Player at DVD quality; resolution may decrease when you use a slower connection. Test download: size: N/A | Running time: 1 hour. 36 min | Download time: N/A | Playable: Immediately, this content is created and
maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Ad - Read Best New Gadgets New Technology below
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